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Message of the General Manager
of ABplus Events

“

Florin Mindirigiu
Co-Founder and CEO ABplus Events

For 20 years, together with our partners, we have been in pursuit of excellence in the fields of 
architecture and construction, through international events organized for architects and 
contractors.

ABplus Events, as Professional Trade Events and Congress Organizer, is the creator of the concept of 
national network of construction trade shows. The experience of these 20 years of the Central and 
Eastern European market positions our events as one of the most effective business networking 
platforms in the region, a source of constantly updated information, supporting the continuous 
training of specialists and the promotion of young talents.

Bringing together hundreds of practicing architects and contractors in Europe, Asia and the United 
States of America, the ABplus events promote projects, achievements and recent best practice 
examples in architecture and construction industry.

I invite you to join the new editions of our events!”
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“

arch. Mariusz ŚCISŁO
President of THE ASSOCIATION OF THE POLISH ARCHITECTS SARP
Co-organizer of the Polish editions of INGLASS

“

arch. Şerban ŢIGĂNAŞ
President of THE ORDER OF THE ARCHITECTS OF ROMANIA
Co-organizer of the Romanian editions of INGLASS

Te stimonials

It was a very good combination of fresh designers who are somewhere at the beginning or in full 
swing of their career and who allow us, in fact, to anticipate the future. What pleased me very 
much was that the public had the opportunity to see what it means to put in the effort 

to produce quality interiors, as the speakers presented their projects behind the scenes, where we 
saw huge labour, which one must be both driven and subtle to understand when decoding the 
result.

Another thing that I find important is that this conference highlights the exceptions and things that 
can be inspiring, models to follow. The world does not know them, does not see them and this 
justifies the public's appetite for this conference. A great benefit  is also its educational role."

I think the conference has exceeded the expectations of many and my explanation is that the 
format of the conference has been practised in Romania. After the 10 similar expo conferences 
that have taken place in Bucharest, an equilibrium has been reached, a science of

compatible with each other, with the subject, with the expectations of the audience, and I think this 
is a good time to come to Poland, to export this event.

I believe that things have started very well, I am extremely curious to see how they will continue. In 
Bucharest, I have followed the audience and found that it always consisted of a devoted public, 
certain people, certain faces that I would always see, which means something, and always new 
people as well. I am very curious to see how the Polish will act. Polish architecture is very 
interesting, and for me, as a Romanian, even though I know quite a lot about European architecture, 
visiting Poland has been relevant.”

“
Ferenc MAKOVÉNYI
Member of the Board of the Chamber of Hungarian Architects

The Chamber of Hungarian Architects is glad, that INGLASS conference is here in our city, it is the highest 
professional gathering for architects, dealing with the material glass.

We support all professional education and conference, which are in favor of our members. The conference is is 
an opportunity for every registered architect.”

Guest Speaker INGLASS Budapest 2015
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“
prof. Wolf D. PRIX
COOP HIMMELB(L)AU, Austria
Special Guest INGLASS Bucharest 2013

“
arch. Rainer MAHLAMAKI
LAHDELMA & MAHLAMÄKI ARCHITECTS, Finland
Guest Speaker INGLASS Warsaw 2014

Te stimonials

INGLASS was perfectly organized and had very interesting presentations. The lecture I held and the message 
addressed at the event was: “Don't worry, in two days tomorrow will be yesterday.”

The reason why I accepted the invitation is because I saw in the program that this will be a very well prepared 
conference. My first reaction was that there is a list of very good speakers and also representatives of 
prominent architectural offices giving speeches about architectural use of glass. It has 

“

arch. Ósbjørn JACOBSEN
Henning Larsen Architects, The Winner of Mies van der Rohe 2013
Special Guest of INGLASS 2014

One of the most important forces behind architectural progress has always been the possibility 
of coming together, to create platforms where interaction and inspiration can take place. It has 
definitely been a positive experience. It was a very good blend, having a lot of very

inspiring, different approaches, lectures, which went well with different shorter lectures in 
between that were more technical, showing what they are doing, quite inspiring also.

I really feel that there is something bubbling in the Eastern part of Europe, which is very interesting 
for architects.”

been a very big pleasure to be here."
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“
arch. Dan S. HANGANU
DAN HANGANU ARCHITECTS, Canada
Special Guest INGLASS Bucharest 2011

Te stimonials

It is my believe that the time of glass has come, it came a long time ago, maybe a decade ago, maybe even 
more. I am impressed by the contemporary Romanian architecture, in average I consider it very very good. 
Comparing to other countries I visit, the average is very very good."

“
arch. Krzysztof INGARDEN
President of Ingarden & Ewy Architects, Poland
Keynote Speaker INGLASS Bucharest 2015

It was a big pleasure to come to the conference. It was my first visit to Bucharest so I was very excited to be 
here and very excited about the architecture conference in which I could understand some of the problems 
that Romanian architects and urban planners have.

Some of the issues are quite similar with what we experience in Poland, so we can understand the situation. I am 
really fascinated with the architecture of the city and with the organization of the conference.”

“
arch. Andrzej BULANDA
 Principal of Bulanda Mucha Architects
Guest Speaker INGLASS Bucharest 2015

I admired the hospitallity and the additional program of INGLASS expo conference. The presentations were 
really interesting due to the level of the subjects spread out very well, from architecture to teaching. I think 
everyone could find everything for himself.”
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INGLASS
International Architecture Expo Conference

is addressed to architects, engineers, glass 
producers, glass processors, equipment providers 
and end-users.

The sixth edition of the event will take place in 
Warsaw, on May 9, 2016.

Facts & Figures:
Special Guests:

2014: arch. Ósbjørn JACOBSEN
HENNING LARSEN ARCHITECTS, DENMARK

2013: prof. Wolf D. PRIX
COOP HIMMELB(L)AU, AUSTRIA

2012: arch. Gokhan AVCIOGLU
GAD, TURKEY

2011: arch. Dan S. HANGANU
DAN HANGANU ARCHITECTS, CANADA

Event structure:

ü  Conference: official plenary sessions, thematic 
plenary sessions, thematic sections 

ü  Masterclasses

ü  Exhibition: thematic sections

ü  Business networking areas: coffee-break area, 
lunch area, speakers’ lounge

Opportunities within INGLASS:

ü  multiple networking and business
matchmaking opportunities among the most 
influential architecture offices in Romania, Poland 
and Hungary

ü  direct access to future architectural projects 

ü  direct access through the communication 
campaign with three important communities of 
architects: Romanian, Polish, Hungarian – over 
18.000 architects; 200 architects / per day 
participating on average in every event

200
50

participants in
every edition / per day

countries represented 
in the latest editions

INGLASS in focus

2015: arch. Peter van der Toorn VRIJTHOFF
ALLDESIGN, THE NETHERLANDS
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Speakers

55%
international highly-awarded 
speakers in renowned competitions
such as:
ü  European Union Prize for 
Contemporary Architecture Mies van 
der Rohe
ü  World Building of the Year, World 
Architecture Festival  Awards
ü  RIBA International Award
ü  RIAS Award
ü  Lubetkin Prize
RIBA National Award

ü  Construction COAVN Award
ü  Biennial of Spanish Architecture 
and Urbanism
ü  International Project of the Year, 
Sustain Awards
ü  Architecture and Interior Design 
FAD Award
ü  BCA Design and Engineering 
Excellence
ü  Structural Steel Awards 
(Singapore)
ü  Conde Nast Traveller Innovation & 
Design Awards

25 %
Polish/Romanian/Hungarian highly-
awarded speakers 

20 %
Partners, sponsors,
companies

WE KNOW
OUR AUDIENCE

90%
of the participants are active architects, 
members of professional organisations from 
Hungary, Poland and Romania 

Structure of participants
in the latest edition of INGLASS Bucharest

Structure of participants
in the latest edition of INGLASS Warsaw

Geographical distribution of architects
at the latest edition of INGLASS Bucharest

Geographical distribution of architects
at the latest event in Warsaw

Geographical distribution of architects
at the latest event in Budapest

Architects

Speakers

Companies

83

3

14

83

1

Budapest
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Dunaföldvár

Emod

Esztergom
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Gyömro

Gyor

Hosszúpályi

Kistarcsa

Lovasberény

Miskolc

Pest

Pilisszentiván

Székesfehérvár

Tatabánya

Zalaegerszerg

11112111111111111
1

Structure of participants
in the latest edition of INGLASS Budapest
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INGLASS 2015 & 2016
highly-awarded speakers

arch. Krzysztof
INGARDEN
INGARDEN & EWY ARCHITECTS, POLAND

arch. Andrzej
BULANDA
BULANDA MUCHA  A RCHITECTS, POLAND

prof. dr. hab. arch. Ewa
KURYŁOWICZ
KURYŁOWICZ & ASSOCIATES

arch. Şerban
ŢIGĂNAŞ
THE ORDER OF THE ARCHITECTS OF ROMANIA

arch. Andrea 
MAFFEI
ANDREA MAFFEI ARCHITECTS,

arch. Renaud 
CHEVALIER
ASSAR ARCHITECTS, BELGIUM

arch. Begüm 
YAZGAN
YAZGAN DESIGN ARCHITECTURE, 
TURKEY

arch. Kerem 
YAZGAN
YAZGAN DESIGN ARCHITECTURE, 
TURKEY

ITALY

ARCHITECTURE STUDIO, POLAND
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INGLASS 2015 & 2016
highly-awarded speakers

arch. Juan
COLL-BARREU
COLL-BARREU ARQUITECTOS, SPAIN

arch. Matthew
POTTER
WILKINSON EYRE ARCHITECTS, UK

arch. Kristian Lars
AHLMARK
SCHMIDT HAMMER LASSEN ARCHITECTS, 
DENMARK

arch. Rainer
MAHLAMÄKI
LAHDELMA & MAHLAMÄKI ARCHITECTS, 
FINLAND

arch. Charles
WALKER
ZAHA HADID ARCHITECTS, UK

arch. Mariusz
ŚCISŁO
Association of Polish ARCHITECTS SARP

arch. Gul 
GUVEN
VEN ARCHITECTURE, Turkey

arch. Ósbjørn
JACOBSEN
HENNING LARSEN ARCHITECTS, DENMARK
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INGLASS - past editions
Keynote speakers

prof. Wolf
D. PRIX
COOP HIMMELB(L)AU,
AUSTRIA

arch. Lucas DIAZ 
SIERRA
DÍAZ Y DÍAZ ARQUITECTOS,
SPAIN

prof. Deniz
İNCEDA YI
CHAMBER OF ARCHITECTS
OF İSTANBUL, 

arch. Gokhan 
AVCIOGLU
GAD,
TURKEY

prof. dr. Mick 
EEKHOUT
GROOSMAN PARTNERS 
TOTAL PLANNING,
THE NETHERLANDS

Willem
BRUIJN
BAUMSCHLAGER EBERLE 
GROUP,
SWITZERLAND

arch. Dan S. 
HANGANU
DAN HANGANU ARCHITECTS,
CANADA

arch. Martin 
BRISCHNIK
MARTIN BRISCHNIK 
ARCHITEKTUR & MEDIEN,
AUSTRIA

arch. Steven 
WARE
ART&BUILD,
BELGIUM

dipl. ing. Sebastian 
SCHULA
DARMSTADT UNIVERSITY OF 
TECHNOLOGY, AUSTRIA

arch. Paolo 
BRESCIA
OBR OPEN BUILDING 
RESEARCH,
ITALY

arch. Miguel 
PALLARES LOPEZ
PIUARCH, 
ITALY

TURKEY
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One day programme
FULL DAY CONFERENCE

08:00 - 09:00
Registration of participants
Welcome coffee

09:00 – 09:20
OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY

Audience: approx. 200 architects

Message of the organizers
Message of the President: MEK,  IARP, OAR
Message of the Official Partner

09:20 – 11:00
OFFICIAL PLENARY SESSION

Audience: approx. 200 architects

Presentation of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentation of the Official Partner – 20 minutes
Presentation of the Main Partner – 15 minutes

Q & A session – 5 minutes

11:00 – 11:30
Networking coffee-break

 

11:30 – 13:10
THEMATIC PLENARY SESSION 1

Audience: approx. 125 architects

Presentations of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentations of Sponsors – 10 minutes each
Presentations of Companies – 10 minutes each

Q & A session – 5 minutes

13:10 – 14:10
Networking lunch

 

14:10 – 15:50
THEMATIC PLENARY SESSION 2

Audience: approx. 125 architects

Presentations of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentations of Sponsors – 10 minutes each
Presentations of Companies – 10 minutes each

Q & A session – 5 minutes

15:50 – 16:20
Networking coffee-break

16:20 – 18:00
OFFICIAL PLENARY SESSION

Audience: approx. 200 architects

Special guest presentation – 30 min
Presentations of guest architects – 20 minutes each
Presentation of the Main Partner – 15 minutes each

Q & A session – 5 minutes

Conclusions

SIMULTANEOUS THEMATIC SECTIONS - 1 hour each

Audience: approx 25 architects

Presentation of the guest architect – 40 minutes
Presentation of the guest company – 20 minute

Exhibition Visit

Organized visits for architects: 200
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas

Exhibition Visit

Organized visits for architects: 200
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas

Exhibition Visit

Organized visits for architects: 200
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas

Exhibition Visit

Organized visits for architects: 200
Matchmaking
Activities in the Business Networking areas
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One day program
FULL DAY EXHIBITION

Book your space in the business networking area
of the event!

Visiting program: 08:00 - 18:00

Approx. 200 specialist visitors / day

üarchitects  üspeakers  üspecial guests
ütop management of companies in the industry
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Glass products
Insulating glass
Architectural Glass
Curved glass and plate glass
Decorative films
Engraved and gravelled glass for decoration
Special glass (fire glass, fire protecting glass)
Films for temporary surface protection (solar, safety)

Glazing industry and accessories
Reflective glazing
Anti reflection glazing
Self cleaning glass
Safety glazing (retarding break-in, bullet-proof)
Thermal and/or acoustic insulating glazing
Leaded glass window

Glass applications, Glass processing and finishing
Walls, curtain Walls
Curtain walls spider
Ventilation curtain walls
Curtain wall fixings
Glass railings, glass stairs, glass partitions
Glass for floors

Glass engineering and accessories
Measurement, testing, control technology and software
Tools, replacement and spare parts, aucillary equipment 
and fittings
Contracting, consulting, engineering, services

INGLASS Domains

General thematic categories:

Applications in the projects:

Subcategories:

Glass architecture and engineering
Glass construction

Façade systems
Energy efficiency and sustainability

Offices
Hotels
Sport and wellness
Public Buildings
Retail

Rezidential
Restaurants
Bars
Pubs
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ü  Direct association with a unique thematic event, dedicated to 
architects, designers, lighting specialists
ü  Exclusivity within the event, a unique position
on all the materials, print and online
ü  Message in the official opening of the event
ü  20 minutes presentation in the official plenary session
- the first presentation (200-250 architects in the auditorium)
ü  Preferential position in the program of the conference
ü  Nomination in the official plenary sessions,
with the name and title held within the event

  ü  Presentation of 15 minutes in the official plenary session 
(200-250 architects in the auditorium)
ü  Presentation of 10 minutes in a thematic plenary session 
(80-100 architects in the auditorium)
ü  Speaker in the program and in the communication campaign
ü  Full list of participants in the event
ü  The list of participants in the session/section
in which the presentation takes place
ü  Personalised newsletter sent to an international database
of over 20000 contacts: architects, contractors, top 
management, companies in the industry
ü  Personalised newsletter sent to a national database of over 
35000 contacts: architects, contractors, top management, 
companies in the industry
ü  Media exposure with the title held within the event
ü  Presentation of 10 minutes in a thematic section
(25 architects in the auditorium)
ü  The presence of the company with the logo and the title held 
within the event on all presentation materials: program, brochure 
or CD, badges, electronic background, roll-up, spider/ background, 
portfolio, newsletters, newsalerts, website
ü  Participant in the conference: full package
ü  Full access to the speaker’s lounge
ü  Full access to the networking area of the event
ü  Insert of a presentation material in the event portfolio
ü  Exhibition stand – module of 4 sqm, 2x2 m
ü  Exhibition stand of 6 sqm - module of 6 sqm, 2x3 m  
ü  Roll-up display in the thematic section
ü  Roll-up display in the plenary thematic section
ü  Roll-up display in the official plenary session

Type of Package
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Included Services
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Thank you to our partners!

PARTNERS:

OFFICIAL PARTNER: MAIN PARTNER:
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INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS:



INGLASS in pictures
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INGLASS in pictures
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INGLASS in pictures
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INGLASS in pictures
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INGLASS in pictures
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Check out our community portal
and see our latest news on

trade events for architects and contractors!

RO: +4-0745.573.732

share@abplusevents.com

http://share-architects.com

PL: +4-0332.413.893, +4-0332.413.891 
EN: +4-0745.573.731, +4-0745.573.730

www.ieglass.eu
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